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That Others May Live, first published in 2004, is an overview of U.S. Air Force operations to
rescue downed airmen on land and at sea during the Korean War (1950-1953). At the beginning
of the conflict, the Air Rescue Service was in its infancy, but as the conflict grew, so did the
success rate of the techniques used, and improvements to the aircraft employed by the service
to successfully rescue hundreds of airmen. The book describes the types of helicopters and
other aircraft used, the development of support bases, and details a number of rescue missions
into enemy territory. Included are 12 pages of photographs and maps.
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68SummaryWhen the Korean War began in June 1950, the United States Air Force’s Air Rescue
Service was a fledgling organization possessing a variety of aircraft types, most having seen
service during World War II. The concept of using helicopters and amphibious fixed-wing aircraft
to rescue airmen downed behind enemy lines or in hostile waters had gained little consideration
by the Air Force and was largely unproven. But by the fall of 1950 the 3rd Air Rescue Squadron
had begun to write a new chapter in the history of air power, and by July 1953, when the
armistice was signed in Korea, air rescue had become established as an integral part of U.S.
fighting forces. Although the H-5 and H-19 helicopters and SA-16 amphibians gained attention
worldwide by virtue of countless daring rescues performed throughout the war, lesser known
aircraft such as the L-5, SC-47, SB-17, and SB-29 also played important roles in building the
U.S. Air Force’s overall air rescue capability in the Korean War theater.1. Air Rescue Helicopter
— Combat OperationsRotary-wing aircraft operations to rescue downed airmen began in the
China-Burma-India Theater late in the Second World War when U.S. Army Air Forces
emergency rescue squadrons used Sikorsky R-6 helicopters to perform a few dozen pickups.
Flying over jungle and mountainous terrain, aircrews returned injured personnel to safety within
hours, instead of the days or even weeks that a ground party required. Considering that the first
practical rotary-wing aircraft, Igor Sikorsky’s VS-300, had flown only a few years earlier in 1941,
the limited accomplishments of helicopters heralded the birth of a new technology with immense
potential for military applications, notably, medical evacuation and aircrew rescue.Less than five
years after World War II ended, a conflict erupted in which helicopters became recognized as
indispensable to warfare. Between 1950 and 1953 in the Korean War theater, the Air Rescue



Service (ARSvc) operated the SA-16 amphibian, L-5 liaison plane, SC-47 transport, SB-17 and
SB-29 bombers, and Sikorsky-built H-5 and H-19 helicopters. Representing technology only a
decade old, the lifesaving medical evacuation and rescue achievements of these Sikorsky
helicopters captured worldwide attention. Helicopters of all the military services proved their
worth throughout the war by evacuating some 25,000 personnel, mostly wounded soldiers,
many of whom would not have survived the lengthy, tortuous jeep or truck trip over primitive
roads required to reach a hospital. Helicopters of the ARSvc’s 3rd Air Rescue Squadron (ARS)
contributed to that record in what was for them a secondary role, evacuating at least 7,000
wounded soldiers over the duration of the conflict. In its primary mission, ARSvc helicopters
rescued nearly 1,000 U.S./UN personnel from behind enemy lines.Although 3rd ARS helicopters
were the only ones among U.S./UN forces with the primary mission of picking up downed
airmen, rotary-wing aircraft of other U.S. armed forces performed a limited amount of aircrew
rescue work. Marine Observation Squadron Six, which flew the H03S-1, the Marine Corps
version of the U.S. Air Force’s (USAF) H-5 helicopter, rescued downed airmen and performed
medical evacuations, observation and spotting of artillery fire, command and staff flights, and
reconnaissance. During late 1950, Marine helicopters rescued at least twenty-three aircrew
members from behind enemy lines, while over a slightly longer period, 3rd ARS helicopters
achieved more than seventy-two behind-the-lines pickups. U.S. Navy helicopters, employed
primarily in mine sweeping and in observing and spotting naval gunfire, sometimes picked up
pilots who had ditched at sea. U.S. Army utility helicopters may also have performed several
aircrew rescues.On June 25, 1950, when North Korea launched a full-scale invasion across the
38th parallel into the Republic of Korea, elements of 3rd ARS quickly became involved. On July
7, two L-5 liaison planes and an SC-47 deployed to K-1, the Pusan West Air Base (AB) in Korea,
from Ashiya AB, Japan, but they proved unsuitable for operation in the rice-paddy terrain and
returned to Japan on July 16. This initial, modest deployment totaling seven men was known as
Mercy Mission #1. A second deployment took place a week later when the ARSvc chief, Col.
(later, Brig.-Gen.) Richard T. Kight, piloted an SC-47 from Ashiya AB to Korea to escort the first
H-5 helicopters into the country. This time, the 3rd ARS was in Korea to stay. The H-5 outfit, soon
known as Detachment F, set up operations at K-2 (Taegu #1), but on August 1 it moved to Pusan
as the North Korean offensive threatened the Pusan Perimeter. Four days later, in the first
recorded use of an H-5 for medical evacuation, an H-5 transported a wounded U.S. Army
soldier, Pfc. Claude C. Crest, Jr., from the Sendang-ni area to an Army hospital. Thousands
more evacuations would follow in the three years of fighting that lay ahead. In September, when
U.S./UN ground forces broke through the perimeter, Detachment F, now equipped with six H-5s,
returned to Taegu. Advanced elements, usually consisting of one L-5 and one or two H-5s, were
collocated with Mobile Army Surgical Hospital (MASH) units, thereby providing H-5 crews the
advantages of quick response and proximity to the areas of operation while minimizing any
problems caused by communications breakdowns.3rd ARS historian 1st Lt. Edward B. Crevonis
summarized the plan for employing the newly arrived H-5s during the summer of 1950 as U.S./



UN forces fought desperately to maintain a foothold on the peninsula:The plan in its original form
called for a strip alert helicopter for rescue of airmen to fulfill the primary mission. Rescue would
also provide “on call” aircraft to be used by...front line organizations in evacuation of the most
critically wounded....Requests for front line evacuations would all be monitored through the
Eighth Army Surgeon’s office [who]...would determine the priority placed on the specific request.
A limited number of aircraft necessitated restricting the requests to only the most critical. The
Eighth Army Surgeon was...to have his medical personnel at the scene...evaluate the ground
situation for the safest method of approach and evacuation...to decrease the hazard to the
helicopters. For rescue of flyers, the T-6 spotter plane [known as Mosquito], who had contact
with the fighters or bombers in his area and received all reports of distress or damage,
maintained a close contact with his base of operations. When the T-6 ground control received
reports necessitating rescue aid, the information was immediately relayed to the [nearest]
rescue strip alert helicopter....Requests for rescue of downed airmen were not numerous and a
considerable amount of time could be spent flying evacuation missions.For the H-5s positioned
at MASH units, calls for helicopter missions usually came via telephone. For helicopters
standing alert at airfields, requests for rescue of downed airmen came not only by radio from T-6
ground control but also from other detachment helicopters returning from missions. When in late
August an officer in 3rd ARS was sent to the Joint Operations Center (JOC) at Taegu, requests
for rescues transmitted by T-6s thereafter were intended to be coordinated through the Tactical
Air Control Center (collocated with the JOC) and the JOC Rescue Coordinator. In a few cases
the need for timeliness probably meant that a helicopter launched without waiting for official
approval from the JOC.Beginning on August 27, 1950, the JOC in Korea included an Air Rescue
Liaison Officer who also acted as the JOC Rescue Coordinator or Controller. 3rd ARS sent the
officer to the operations directorate of Fifth Air Force (FAF) to provide advice on the operational
status of rescue units; prepare rescue plans, policies, and procedures; monitor all rescue
missions; and offer recommendations concerning the location of rescue aircraft in Korea. Exactly
three months later, 3rd ARS increased the one-officer liaison shop into a three-member Rescue
Control Center which was to be manned at all times. The control center also was designated
“Headquarters, 3rd ARS in Korea,” and the officer in charge became the Deputy Commander,
3rd ARS, responsible for all Korean rescue operations.By September, the leadership of Lt.-Col.
Klair E. Back, the new commander of 3rd ARS, began to pay dividends. Reassigned from ARSvc
headquarters where he served as the Inspector General, Back took over in August 1950, was
promoted to full colonel one year later, and remained in command until June 1953 when he
departed to command the air base group at Great Falls Air Force Base (AFB), Montana.
Undoubtedly, his long tenure in command, especially of such a unique and soon-to-be-
renowned unit as 3rd ARS, reflected high confidence in his abilities on the part of Colonel Kight
and the FAF leadership. He earned the respect of the men in his squadron by flying combat
sorties in at least four of the seven aircraft types operated by the 3rd ARS: the SB-17, SA-16,
SB-29, and SC-47. Under his wartime guidance, the squadron grew significantly in numbers of



personnel and aircraft and successfully transitioned from the SB-17 to SA-16 between late 1950
and early 1951. It also added the YH-19 helicopter to its inventory, successfully field-testing the
new helicopter under combat conditions in 1951 before bringing six more H-19s into its fleet in
early 1952. [The number of officers and airmen assigned to 3rd ARS (later 3rd Air Rescue
Group) increased from 537 on September 1, 1950, to a wartime high of 1,028 on February 1,
1952, nearly a twofold increase. By June 1953, assigned personnel totaled 810.]Meanwhile,
Detachment F’s helicopters began to prove their worth. In August, H-5s had transported 110
critically wounded soldiers, mostly from frontline aid stations to MASHs and other hospitals;
frequently they also transported medical supplies and whole blood on flights to the front lines.
On September 4, a new era in rotary-wing operations began when an H-5 piloted by Capt. (later,
Maj.) Paul W. Van Boven picked up Capt. Robert E. Wayne of the 35th Fighter-Bomber Squadron
who had abandoned his crippled F-51 Mustang after a strafing run behind enemy lines just north
of Pohang. Despite the few dozen helicopter rescues performed during World War II, no one had
yet developed doctrine for crossing a front line to pick up a downed pilot. Van Boven’s
commander was reluctant to direct a rescue attempt, leaving the decision to the pilot. On his
own initiative, Captain Van Boven crossed enemy lines near the east coast of Korea and picked
up Wayne, whose wingman assisted in the rescue by strafing the area and killing one North
Korean soldier who was seen approaching the downed pilot. As Van Boven hovered just above
the ground, his medic, Cpl. John Fuentes, grabbed Captain Wayne and pulled him inside the
cabin. [An article in the Air Force Times of September 23, 1950, spelled the medic’s last name
as “Fuentz,” but the 3rd ARS unit history used “Fuentes.” I elected to follow the 3rd ARS spelling.]
For this significant first, Van Boven earned the Silver Star, one of forty earned by 3rd ARS
personnel during the war (258 were awarded throughout the USAF). Two months earlier, on the
first day of aerial combat in the war, Wayne, while flying an F-80 Shooting Star, had been the first
USAF pilot to destroy two enemy aircraft in a single day.The sole USAF helicopter in use in
Korea at this time was the Sikorsky S-51 (designated H-5F/G by the Air Force). [The H-5G was
similar to the H-5F with the addition of a rescue hoist and other specialized equipment. By late
1951 all but one of Detachment 1’s H-5s were G models. 3rd ARS also operated the pontoon-
equipped H-5 version in Korea, the H-5H. Note that in early. 1951, Detachment F began
installing metal as opposed to fabric rotor blades on H-5F/G models.] In production since 1946,
the H-5 was designed as a general-utility helicopter that seated four. With an operating weight of
only 1,250 pounds, a fully fueled H-5 could accommodate two passengers in addition to the
pilot. Because the standard H-5 crew consisted of a pilot and medic, only one soldier or airman
could be picked up. On occasions when the H-5 picked up not one but two soldiers or airmen, it
flew overloaded. Retired Lt.-Col. Owen L. Clark (a captain in Korea), who flew H-5 and H-19
helicopters in Korea from 1952 to 1953, recalled years later that “max engine RPM was always
exceeded when lifting with 2 patients in litter and a medical technician.” In 1992, another pilot,
retired Maj. Charles H. Field (a first lieutenant in Korea), who served in Detachment F during
1950-1951, described a problem indicating the early state of rotary-wing aviation at the



time:One big problem with the H-5 was staying in CG [center of gravity] limits. We carried a 5
gallon jerrycan full of sand & oil (weight approx. 60 pounds). With a pilot & medic, the can was
carried up front, when the third and/or fourth person came aboard the can had to be carried by
the medic to the tail compartment. This was sporty in enemy territory and you were being shot
at.Cruising speed for the H-5 was about sixty knots; maximum elevation for take-off or landing,
about 4,000 feet above sea level; and maximum range, about 150 miles. Citing too few
helicopters and their small payload and restricted range as limiting factors, a 3rd ARS study
conducted at the end of 1950 nonetheless affirmed the helicopter as “the perfect aircraft for
rescue work in areas where conventional aircraft cannot land. In the rice paddy-filled flat areas of
the Far East, very little open area exists for landing light aircraft; and the helicopter, which can
land in a rice paddy or on a narrow road, can be utilized to a maximum.”In Korea, the
mountainous terrain and primitive roads and infrastructure made the helicopter the ideal vehicle
for transportation, albeit that the H-5 had several significant operational limitations. It was unsafe
for operation under instrument conditions, darkness, heavy rain or hail, during icing conditions,
or in high winds. The lack of armor or armament meant that the H-5 depended on fighter cover
or friendly ground fire for protection during the most vulnerable phase of a rescue or recovery—
the pickup.Although pilots normally carried .45-caliber automatic pistols and medics carried
carbines, helicopters remained unarmed for several reasons. The H-5 and H-19’s original design
had been intended for commercial applications, and the H-5 already flew overloaded on many
operational missions. Further, it lacked cabin space for a machine gun. The later H-19 version
had sufficient engine power and cabin space for a machine gun, but retired Brigadier General
Kight, who served as ARSvc Commander, 1946-1952, did not recall ever discussing the idea of
arming it. No H-19 was ever recorded as being lost to enemy fire, but many sustained battle
damage. Widespread use of fighter cover for the slow-moving and vulnerable helicopters
provided the greatest safety against enemy fire. Fighter coverage was often ad hoc; flight mates
of a downed airman would remain in the area as long as their fuel allowed or until their comrade
was rescued. Some rescues witnessed a more sophisticated approach: the Rescue Combat Air
Patrol (ResCAP), a preplanned flight of armed, piston engine-driven fighter aircraft that kept a
downed airman in sight while it suppressed enemy ground fire and simultaneously led in the
rescue helicopter to execute the pickup. Many helicopters encountered small arms fire at close
range while making pickups, and the fighter escorts, whether ad hoc or preplanned, were
particularly valuable in “keeping the enemy’s head down,” so much so that the ResCAP concept
continued to be used two decades later in the jungles of Southeast Asia.The evolution of the 3rd
ARS mission reflected the changing nature of the detachment’s helicopter operations during its
first two months in combat. At the outset of the war, the mission statement emphasized long-
range search and rescue operations in support of FAF. Because requests for pilot pickups came
infrequently, the deployed H-5s had begun around August 1st to fly medical evacuations of
wounded soldiers. In mid-September, a FAF directive clearly established aircrew rescue as the
top priority for the detachment’s helicopters. Subsequently, aircrew rescue remained without



question the first priority, but H-5s, assisted later by H-19s, performed seven times more medical
evacuations than aircrew rescues during the war.As September turned to October, Detachment
F moved numerous times to stay close to the rapidly advancing front lines. On October 13, all
elements moved to K-14 (Kimpo AB, west of Seoul), but crowded conditions forced movement
to K-16 (Seoul AB) on October 19. In subsequent weeks, advanced elements deployed from
Seoul to Sariwon, Sinmak, Pyongyang, Anju, and Kunuri in North Korea. Rescue assets were
available 100 miles north of the 38th parallel, close to the front. When Chinese forces later
advanced south across the Yalu River, the elements at Kunuri and Anju returned first to
Pyongyang and later, as U.S./UN ground forces withdrew, to Seoul.Several noteworthy missions
occurred in late 1950. On October 10 an H-5, while under fire, rescued a downed British pilot
and administered blood plasma during the return flight. This marked the first time blood plasma
had been administered during flight in a helicopter. The pilot, 1st Lt. David C. McDaniel, and the
para-doctor, Capt. John C. Shumate, each earned a Silver Star for the mission. Captain Shumate
pulled the downed pilot from his aircraft, carried the wounded man 200 yards to the helicopter,
and then administered the transfusion. On October 21 and 22, after an airborne operation
intended to capture retreating North Korean soldiers and government officials fleeing the capital,
four H-5s and two L-5s evacuated at least thirty-five wounded paratroopers of the 187th
Regimental Combat Team (187th RCT) from the drop zone near Sukchon, North Korea. An H-5
could carry one or two wounded men, but the L-5 could manage only one wounded GI at a time.
This was probably the first helicopter support of an airborne operation, and in appreciation of the
effort, the paratroopers presented 3rd ARS with a captured North Korean flag and a light
machine gun. In yet another Silver Star mission early in the war, on November 24 Capt. Oscar N.
Tibbetts and SSgt. James K. Bryson, a medic on temporary duty from the 2nd ARS, made a
daring H-5 rescue of a fighter pilot from deep within North Korea. The pilot had spent the night
hiding from the enemy who were within a few yards of his position.
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